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About This Game

"One minute of death" is a platform game in which you have to survive a minute in a level.

Features:
*45 unique levels.

*Three levels 5d3b920ae0

Title: One minute of death
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Krzysztof Konopka
Publisher:
Krzysztof Konopka
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

English

one minute after death book. one minute of death. one minute melee death battle wiki. one minute silence for death. one minute
after death. one minute monologues about death. one minute before death 1972

movement that somehow feels both floaty and extremely slippery at the same time, the player moving at insane speeds which
are hard to deal with or move precisely with and graphics that are almost outright unappealing; as well as even more, do not
make a good game. The general lack of polish (ex: title screen resetting in each menu, grating sound effects such as for the text
when the game opens) also doesn't help, I've made my own games and bugs like that aren't too hard to fix. If you want a
precision platformer that is in any way tightly/well made, or anything with the controls to warrant the precision needed for this
game, look elsewhere.. movement that somehow feels both floaty and extremely slippery at the same time, the player moving at
insane speeds which are hard to deal with or move precisely with and graphics that are almost outright unappealing; as well as
even more, do not make a good game. The general lack of polish (ex: title screen resetting in each menu, grating sound effects
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such as for the text when the game opens) also doesn't help, I've made my own games and bugs like that aren't too hard to fix. If
you want a precision platformer that is in any way tightly/well made, or anything with the controls to warrant the precision
needed for this game, look elsewhere.
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